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Substantive
due process
process asserted
assertedas
asaaclaim
claim for
for reSubstantive due
whiff of danger
about it.
it. After all, a plainlief has
has aa whiff
danger about
tiff claiming
tiff
claiming aa violation
violationofofsubstantive
substantivedue
dueprocess
process is
asking aa court
court to override
the judgment
judgment of
of the
the politipolitiasking
override the
and invalidate
invalidate an ordinance,
statute, or
cal branches
branches and
ordinance, statute,
the action is
an administrative determination
determination because
because the
1
somehow illegitimate.
illegitimate.1
somehow
After the
the demise
demise of
of Lochner,2
Lochner,2
courts are understandably
understandably reluctant
reluctanttotobe
beseen
seenas
as secsecond-guessing the
the policy
policy choices
ond-guessing
choices made
made by the
the elected
elected
branches of
of government, and a suggestion
suggestion that
that aa court
court
branches
“Lochnering”—legislating from
is “Lochnering”—legislating
fromthe
the bench
bench by invalidating economic
economic regulations based
based on a judge’s
judge’s contrary economic
trary
economic or
or social
social beliefs—can
beliefs—can be the equivalent
of judicial
judicial kryptonite.3
kryptonite.3
In
land use actions can be
be characterized
characterized
In part
partbecause
because land
as economic
regulation, until recently,
as
economic regulation,
recently, many
many courts
courts
preferred to resolve
preferred
resolve constitutional
constitutional challenges
challenges under
under
to provide
provide a more
the Takings Clause,
Clause, which seemed
seemed to
framework, at
defined analytical framework,
at least
least when compared
applicable to subto the
the more
more generalized
generalized standards
standards applicable
subprocesschallenges.
challenges.The
TheNinth
NinthCircuit,
Circuit, for
for
stantive due process

40606330
40606330

example, forced property
property owners
owners to
tochallenge
challenge land
land use
use
regulations exclusively as
as regulatory
regulatory takings under the
Fifth
Fifth Amendment.4
Amendment.4 When regulatory takings
takings analysis
analysis
under the two-part
two-part Agins
v.
City
of
Tiburon5
Agins City of Tiburon5 standard
standard
included both legitimacy and diminution
diminution of
of value
value components, this forced
election
of
remedies
had
at
forced election of remedies
at least
least a
semblance of
of intellectual
intellectual consistency since
since aa landownlandownsemblance
an action as
er could challenge
challenge an
as illegitimate under the
“substantially advance”
advance” test—at
test—at least
least theoretically—
theoretically—
and was
and
was not limited
limitedtotoseeking
seeking compensation
compensation under
under
6 The two-part test, however, did
part.6
the second
second part.
The two-part test, however, did not
the Supreme
SupremeCourt’s
Court’sunanimous
unanimousruling
rulingin
in LinLinsurvive the
7 at least as one of takings. Linv. Chevron,
Chevron, U.S.A.,
U.S.A.,7
gle v.
at least as one of takings. Lingle
clarified that
that the
the “substantially advance” prong of
gle clarified
Agins was
was not
not aa “takings”
“takings” test
test and
and that
that courts
courts should
review the legitimacy of
of land
land use
use regulations under the
Due
Due Process
Process clause.
clause.
After Lingle, the Ninth
Ninth Circuit
Circuitrevisited
revisited its
its forced
forced
election of
of remedies
remedies requirement and
and expressly
expressly overoverruled it.8
the Ninth
Ninth Circuit’s
it.8 This article summarizes
summarizes the
post-Lingle
which reinvigorated substantive
post-Lingle cases
cases which
substantive due
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process
as aa vehicle
vehicle for
for reviewing land use
process as
use regularegulations, and
severalareas
areasfor
forfurther
further inquiry
inquiry
and suggests
suggests several
when
the claim
claim in
in land use
when asserting
asserting the
use and property
cases.
cases.
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provideyou
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Herrington: Substantive
Due Process
Herrington:
Substantive Due
Process

The Due Process
Clausecontains
containsboth
both procedural
procedural
Process Clause
and substantive
requirements,
and
substantive
substantive requirements,
substantive due
due
process
bars
“certain
arbitrary,
wrongful
process bars “certain arbitrary, wrongful government
actions ‘regardless
of the fairness of the
‘regardless of
the procedures
procedures
9
used
to implement
Among other
other things,
things,
used to
implement them.’”9
them.’” Among
substantive due process
processprohibits
prohibits a local
local government
from
permits arbitrarily—meaning
arbitrarily—meaning
from denying
denying land use
use permits
without
two eleelewithout aa basis
basis in
in law
lawor
orthe
therecord.10
record.10 The two
ments of a substantive due process
claim are the exprocess claim
istence
of aa protected
protected interest,
interest, and
and proof
proof the governistence of
ment
with that
ment arbitrarily or
or capriciously
capriciously interfered
interfered with
interest.11
Theremedies
remediesfor
forviolations
violations of substantive
interest.11 The
processinclude
includedeclaratory
declaratory and
and injunctive
injunctive relief,
due process
and also give rise to
to damage
damage remedies
remedies under federal
civil rights
Just compensation
compensation is not
not a remcivil
rightsstatutes.12
statutes.12 Just
edy for
for substantive
violations.
substantive due process
process violations.
Herrington
Herringtonv.v. County
CountyofofSonoma,13
Sonoma,13 is the leading
Ninth
NinthCircuit
Circuitcase
caseapplying
applyingsubstantive
substantivedue
dueprocess
process
principles to
to aa land
land use
use dispute. The county
county rejected
rejected
the Herringtons’
Herringtons’ subdivision
subdivision application,
application,and
andsubsesubsequently downzoned their property
property and the surrounding land.
land. The
The landowners
landowners brought regulatory
regulatory takings, procedural due process,
equal
protection, and
process, equal protection,
14 The substantive
substantive
due
process
claims.14
substantive
substantive
process claims.
due process
processclaim
claim alleged
allegedthe
thecounty’s
county’s determination
determination
that
with the
that subdivision
subdivision of
of the
the land was inconsistent with
county general
plan,
and
the
downzoning
were
“irgeneral plan, and the downzoning were “irrational,
arbitrary,
and
capricious
because
the
decirational, arbitrary, and capricious because
decisions were unsupported
unsupported by
bythe
theevidence.”15
evidence.”15
The
Ninth Circuit
The Ninth
Circuitheld
heldthat
thatthe
thesubstantive
substantive due
due
process
claimswere
wereripe,
ripe, and
and affirmed
affirmed the jury’s
process claims
jury’s
finding of
The court recognized
the“fun“funrecognized the
of liability.16
liability.16 The
damental
damental difference” between
between aa regulatory takings
takings
claim
claim and
and aa substantive
substantivedue
dueprocess
process claim:17
claim:17

In contrast,
contrast, the
the Herringtons’
Herringtons’ due
due process
process and
equal
protection claims
claims do
do not require
equal protection
require proof
that all
all use
use of
of their
theirproperty
propertyhas
hasbeen
been denied.
denied.
Unlike the developer
in MacDonald, the Herdeveloper in
ringtons argue
argue that
that the
the County
Countynecessarily
necessarily had
to approve their original
original development
development proposal
(at the
in orthe consistency
consistency determination stage)
stage) in
der to avoid a constitutional violation. ... Taking claims
claims and
and substantive
substantive due
due process
process claims
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are
are not fungible. We
We note at least
least three
three major
distinctions
two approaches.
distinctions between
between the two
approaches. First,
both
both taking
takingclaims
claimsand
andsubstantive
substantivedue
due process
process
claims
of whether
claims may involve
involve an
an assessment
assessment of
the contested action was a reasonable
reasonable and
and propproper exercise
of the police power.
exercise of
power. However,
However, the
test
under taking
taking doctrine
test for
for reasonableness
reasonableness under
is arguably less
less deferential to the
the government’s
government’s
decision-making authority
authority than
for reathan the
the test for
reasonableness
under substantive due process.
sonableness under
process. We
acknowledge
acknowledge that
thatthe
theAgins
Aginsreasonableness
reasonableness test
quoted above is derived
derived from
from an older
older substansubstantive
Nevertheless, the Supreme
tive due
due process
process case.
case. Nevertheless,
Court
that the Agins
Agins taking
taking test is
Courthas
has suggested
suggested that
less
deferential than
than the current substantive due
less deferential
process test.
Second,
evenifif the
the government’s
government’s action
action is a leSecond, even
gitimate exercise
of the
the police
police power,
power, itit is
is not
exercise of
insulated
from a taking
Proof that
insulated from
taking challenge.
challenge. Proof
a regulatory
decision “goes
“goes too
too far”
far” does
regulatory decision
does not
require a showing that the decision
decision is
is arbitrary
arbitrary
or irrational.
irrational. In
In contrast,
contrast, to
to prove
prove that
that aa zonzoning decision
decision violates
violates substantive
substantive due
due process,
process,
the property owner
owner must show that
that the
the government “could
“could have
for
have had no legitimate reason
reason for
its decision.” The burden
burden on a landowner
landowner to
prove
arbitrary or
prove that a land
land use
use decision
decision isis arbitrary
irrational
irrational is
is an
an extraordinarily
extraordinarilyheavy
heavy one.
one.

Third,
Third, the
the appropriate
appropriatedamages
damages award may
may be
be
lower under
under aa substantive
substantive due
due process
process claim
than under a taking claim
claim for
forinverse
inverse condemcondemnation, because
the property
property owner
owner may
may not
because the
be
able to obtain compensation
for denial
be able
compensation for
denial of
all use
of the
the property during the period of the
use of
violation.18
violation.18

Agins and
and Regulatory
Regulatory Takings
Agins
Takings

“Regulatory taking”
taking”isisan
an expression
expression of the notion that
that government’s
government’s police power to
to enact
enact reguregulation affecting
affecting private
private property
property operates
operates on a continuum, and
tinuum,
and when
when ititcrosses
crosses a mostly indeterminate
line—goes“too
“too far”—it
far”—it matters
line—goes
matters not what label
label is
of power,
power, what
what matters is its
attached to the exercise
exercise of
If the regulation
impact on
on property.19
property.19 If
regulation has
has the
the same
same
effect as
as aa seizure
seizure by
by an
an affirmative
affirmative exercise
of emiexercise of
nent domain and
and is
is aa “taking,”
“taking,” the
thegovernment
government has
has
the
choice of
of either
either backing
backingoff
off regulation,
regulation, or,
or, ifif it
the choice
desires
to continue to regulate,
desires to
regulate, pay
pay just
just compensacompensation.20
Under the
the Agins
Agins test,
test, aaregulation
regulation violated
violated the
tion.20 Under

©
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Takings Clause
Clausewhen
whenititeither
eitherfailed
failedto
to“substantially
“substantially
advance
legitimate state
state interest”
interest” or deprived
advance aa legitimate
deprived the
owner
owner of use.
use. Although
Although commonly
commonly referred
referred to as
as
the “Agins”
“Agins” test,
test, the
the two-part
two-partstandard
standard appeared
appeared in
Penn Central,21
and even
even earlier:
earlier:
Central,21 and
a use
userestriction
restriction on
on real
real property
property may constitute
a “taking”
“taking” ififnot
reasonably
not reasonablynecessary
necessary to
to the
the effectuation
of
a
substantial
public
purpose,
fectuation
a substantial
purpose, or
perhaps
if
it
has
an
unduly
harsh
impact
upon
perhaps if has
22
the owner’s
use
of
the
property.22
owner’s use of the property.

The first Agins
also labeled
labeled the
the “tak“takAgins standard
standard was
was also
ings due process” test
since
it
so
closely
resembled
test since it so closely resembled
the standard utilized to
to analyze
analyze whether a regulation
comported with
substantive
with substantive due
dueprocess.
process. Decisions
Decisions
of the
the Supreme
Supreme Court after
after Agins
Agins repeated
repeated the test,
test,
23 The two-part
which
to confirm
confirm its viability.
viability.23
which seemed
seemed to
The two-part
standard probably
probably remained
remained aa part
part of the
standard
the regularegulait
tory takings
takings lexicon
lexicon for
for so
so long
long probably
probablybecause
because it
shared an
an analytical symmetry with
shared
withlegal
legalchallenges
challenges
of the
the eminent
eminent domain
domain power, which are
to exercises
exercises of
as questions
questionsof
of legitimacy
legitimacy (public
usually classified
classified as
use), and
and impact
impact on property
use),
property(just
(justcompensation).24
compensation).24

Amendariz:
Forced Election
Amendariz: Forced
Election
of
Takings Remedy
of Takings
Remedy

In Armendariz
theNinth
Ninth Circuit
Armendariz v.
v. Penman,25
Penman,25 the

ignored the differences
differences between
between regulatory takings
and
due process,
process,and
and held
held that when
and substantive
substantive due
when
challenging a land use
use regulation’s
regulation’s validity,
validity, the propproperty owner
owner must
must rely
rely on
on aa takings
takings theory,
theory, even
even when
the claim is that
are not a
that the
the government’s
government’s actions are
legitimate
exerciseof
of the
the police
police power
power and violate
legitimate exercise
due
process.After
After San
San Bernardino,
Bernardino,California
California offidue process.
cials
vigorously enforcing
cials began
began vigorously
enforcing the city’s
city’s housing
housing
code
by boarding-up
boarding-up low income units in high crime
code by
areas,
evicting suspected
suspectedgang
gangmembers
membersfrom
from public
public
areas, evicting
housing, and by
by revoking
revokingbusiness
business licenses
licenses and cercertificates of
property owners
of occupancy,
occupancy, several
several property
owners sued,
sued,
alleging
alleging violations of
of substantive
substantive due
due process.
process. The
plaintiffs claimed
the
city’s
actions
were
“pretextuclaimed
actions were “pretextual”
and
summarily
invoked:
al” and summarily
[T]he city
city summarily
summarily closed
closed 95 buildings over
a six-month
six-month period,
period, evicting
evicting the
the tenants
tenants and
and
driving
driving them
them to
to other
other parts
parts of
of the
the city.
The City didn’t
didn’t notify
notifyaffected
affected property
property owners
owners
in advance
would occur,
occur, didn’t
didn’t
advance that the sweeps
sweeps would
inform
inform owners
owners at the
the time
time of
of the
the closures
closures why

3
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their
shut down,
down, and
and didn’t
didn’t
their buildings
buildings were
were being shut
identify
code violations
violations they found
identify the
the specific
specific code
until
until well
wellafter
afterthe
thesweeps
sweeps had
had been
been completed
and the buildings
many
buildingsclosed.
closed.InInsome
somecases,
cases, as many
as
passedbefore
before the
the owners
owners were
were inas six weeks passed
formed why
why their
theirproperties
properties had
hadbeen
been closed,
closed,
leaving them
them without
without guidance
to what they
guidance as
as to
needed
to do
do to
to reopen
reopen units
units or
or how
how they could
needed to
challenge
the City’s
City’s action. When the
challenge the
the closure
closure
notices
did arrive, they either
notices did
either were
were worded so
so
vaguely
as to
to be
vaguely as
be unhelpful or
or cited
cited seemingly
seemingly
minor, easily
easily repairable
repairable violations. For examexample, some
noticescited
cited“general
“general dilapidation”
dilapidation”
some notices
as
reason for
for the closures.
Others cited more
as aa reason
closures. Others
specific, but no more
more compelling,
compelling,reasons,
reasons, such
as
holes in
in firewalls, which could
as holes
could be
be patched
patched
in a matter of hours, or air conditioning
conditioning units
in the
the windows,
windows, which
which could
could be
be removed
removed in
minutes.
minutes. In conjunction
conjunction with
withthese
these evictions,
evictions,
the City
City revoked
revoked the
the plaintiffs’
plaintiffs’business
businesslicenses
licenses
and certificates
of occupancy,
occupancy,also
alsowithout
without nocertificates of
tice or an opportunity
opportunitytotobe
beheard.26
heard.26

Although the
Although
the city
city claimed
claimed its
itsenforcement
enforcement crackcrackurban blight,
blight, the property owndown was to abate
abate urban

ers
assertedthe
thecity’s
city’sreal
realintent
intent was
was to
to force them
ers asserted
to clean
clean up the
the neighborhood
neighborhood and
and to
todepress
depress land
values
to allow a commercial developer
to buy land
values to
developer to
cheaply for a shopping center.
The plaintiffs
plaintiffs claimed
center. The
the blight
blight and
and housing
housing code
code violations were
were pretextual,
tual, and
and asserted
asserted claims for procedural
procedural due
due process,
process,
substantive due
due process,
process,equal
equalprotection,
protection, and
and violaviolations of the federal
Fair Housing
Housing Act. They
They did not
federal Fair
seek
just compensation.
seek just
The Ninth
Ninth Circuit
Circuitdetermined
determinedthe
thedefendants
defendants were
immune
immune from
fromthe
thesubstantive
substantivedue
dueprocess
process claims
claims even
even
ifif the plaintiffs
plaintiffs had
had proven
proven all
all of
of their
theirallegations
allegations bebecause
theclaim
claim was
was “preempted.”
“preempted.” Relying
cause the
Relying on
onaacase
case
involving the
force by
by police
police offithe use
use of
of excessive
excessive force
cers,27
thecourt
courtheld
held“the
“the use
useof
of substantive
substantive due
due proprocers,27 the
cess
toextend
extendconstitutional
constitutional protection
protection to economic
cess to
economic
and property
property rights
rightshas
hasbeen
been largely
largely discredited,”28
discredited,”28
and limited
limited substantive
protections only
substantive due
due process
process protections
to liberty
not grounded
in the
the text
text of the
liberty interests
interests not
grounded in
the
bill
bill of
ofrights
rightssuch
such as
as the freedom to marry, procreate,
and
and education.29
education.29
The court held that
that rights with
with “an
textual
“anexpress
express textual
source of
of constitutional protection”
protection” should
source
should be
be anaananot under
lyzed exclusively under the textual source, not
substantive due
due process.30
Thecourt
courtheld
held that
that the
substantive
process.30 The
plaintiffs’
plaintiffs’“pretext”
“pretext”claim
claimthat
thatthe
thecity’s
city’ssweeps
sweeps were
were
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not truly
truly for
fortheir
theirstated
stated purpose
purpose of
of blight
blight abatement
abatement
were
analogousto
to claims
claimsof
of aa lack
lack of public use
were analogous
use in
eminent
and the takings
eminent domain cases,
cases, and
takings clause
clause was
was
therefore the only
onlymeans
means totoanalyze
analyzesuch
suchclaims.31
claims.31
While paying
paying lip
lip service
service to the
the idea that government
actions can
can infringe
infringe on more than a single
single right, the
court held
held the
the Fourth
Fourth and
and Fifth
FifthAmendments
Amendments were
were
the only sources
of protection
protection against
against deprivations
deprivations of
sources of
the right
The court
court relied
right to
tobe
besecure
secure in
in property.32
property.32 The
upon classic
“public use”
classic “public
use”cases
cases such
such as
as Berman v.
v.
Parker33
andHawaii
HawaiiHousing
Housing Authority
Authority v.
v. Midkiff34
Midkiff34
Parker33 and
to conclude
was sufficiently exconclude the Takings
Takings Clause
Clause was
press
in its text to
as the
the only
only standard to meapress in
to serve
serve as
sure
the constitutionality
constitutionality of the city’s conduct.
conduct. Armsure the
endariz did not explain why, if
if a property
property owner
owner was
limited to
to rights
rights with
with“an
“anexpress
express textual
textual source
source of
constitutional
protection”
in
the
Fifth
Amendment,
constitutional
in the Fifth Amendment,
those
rights are
are limited
limited to
those rights
to the
the Takings
Takings Clause of the
Fifth
Amendment,
since
it
also
Fifth Amendment, since also contains
contains a Due Process
Clause
expressly
protecting
cess Clause expressly protecting property.35
property.35
The
the oft-quoted
oft-quoted maxim
maxim that
that “one
The court cited
cited the
person’s
property may
may not
not be
be taken
taken for the
person’s property
the benefit
benefit
of another private person
personwithout
without aa justifying
justifying public
purpose, even
even though compensation be
be paid.”36
paid.”36 The
Ninth
Circuit
apparently
concluded
that
the
Ninth Circuit apparently concluded
the Public
Public
Use
Clause
restricted
the
city’s
exercise
of
Use Clause restricted the
exercise of the police
power even
even though the city had not
not condemned
condemned any
property,
or
offered
or
paid
any
compensation.37
property, or offered or paid any compensation.37
Amendariz
was a decision
Amendariz was
decision perhaps
perhaps more comcompelled by the court’s practical desire
desire to avoid deciddeciding land
than by a consistent theory. The
land use
use cases,
cases, than
most glaring evidence
is the court’s statement
evidence is
statement that
requiring property owners
utilize a regulatory
owners utilize
regulatory takings
theory would prevent
ings theory
prevent them
them from “escaping”
“escaping”
the Williamson
rules applicable
applicable to
ripeness rules
WilliamsonCounty38
County38 ripeness
such cases,
cases,as
asifif property
property owners asserted
due prosuch
asserted due
cess
claims
only
as
pleading
sleight-of-hand.39
cess claims only as pleading sleight-of-hand.39 Even
though it made
to require
requireaa plaintiff
plaintiff who
made no sense
sense to
does
not seek
just compensation
compensationto
to first
first pursue
does not
seek just
pursue it
in state
state court, Armendariz
Armendariz forced
forced property
property owners
owners
challenging land use
useactions
actionsas
asarbitrary
arbitraryor
orirrational
irrational
to litigate
litigate exclusively
exclusively in
in state
state courts. If
If the
the decision
decision
did nothing else,
virtually wiped out
out the
the Ninth
Ninth Cirelse, itit virtually
cuit’s land use
use docket.

Lingle:
Change Of
OfAddress
AddressFor
Lingle: AA Change
For
“Substantially
“Substantially Advance”
Advance”
In Lingle
Lingle v.v.Chevron,
Chevron,U.S.A.,40
U.S.A.,40 a unanimous
unanimous SuSupreme
rare mea
mea culpa,
culpa, and
and held
held that
preme Court issued
issued aa rare
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a regulation that does
does not “substantially
“substantially advance
advance a
legitimate state interest”
interest” does
does not violate
violate the Takings
Clause,
and the
the Court’s
Court’s earlier
earlier contrary recitations
Clause, and
recitations
were
The Court
Court did not,
were simply mistakes.
mistakes. The
not, however,
however,
hold that
that property
property owners
owners have
have no
no constitutional
constitutional
claim when a regulation
regulation does
does not substantially
substantially advance
legitimate state interest:
vance aa legitimate
Instead of addressing
addressing a challenged regulation’s
effect
on private
effect on
private property,
property, the
the “substantially
“substantially
advances”
inquiry probes
advances” inquiry
probes the regulation’s
regulation’s underlying
derlying validity.41
validity.41

Also, in
concurring opinion,
in aa terse
terse concurring
opinion,Justice
Justice Kennedy,
Kennedy,
as
he had
had been
been asserting
assertingfor
for some
some time,
time, noted
noted that
as he
such
claims are
are more
more properly analyzed
such claims
analyzed under the
Due
Due Process
Process Clause.42
Clause.42
Thus,
after Lingle, ifif aaproperty
Thus, after
propertyowner
ownerasserts
asserts a
regulation interferes with
with economically
economically beneficial
beneficial ususes—either in
in whole
whole or
or in
in part—it
part—it is a takings claim.
claim. If,
If,
es—either
however, the
the claim
claim is that
that government’s
government’s action
action is
is arbiarbitrary and
trary
and does
does not
not substantially
substantially advance
advance a legitimate
public interest,
interest, itit isisaasubstantive
substantive due
due process
process claim.
This conclusion wiped out
out Amendariz’s rationale, and
breathed
newlife
life into
into Herrington. After Lingle,
breathed new
Lingle, the
the
Ninth Circuit
Ninth
Circuitrevisited
revisitedthe
theissue
issueininseveral
severalcases.
cases.

Crown Point:
Landowner May
May Assert
Assert Both
Crown
Point: Landowner
Both
Takings and
and Due
DueProcess
ProcessClaims
Takings
Claims

In Crown
Crown Point
Point Development,
Development, Inc. v. City
City of
of Sun
Sun
43
Valley,43
the
Ninth
Circuit
held
a
property
owner
owner
Valley, the Ninth Circuit held
challenging
land use
challenging land
use regulation may
may assert
assert claims
claims
under both
the
Takings
and
the
Due
Process
both the Takings and the Due Process Clauses.
Sun Valley
Valley rejected
rejected Crown Point’s
es. Sun
Point’s development
development
application, and after pursuing relief in state
state court,
Crown Point
filed
a
federal
civil
rights
action
in fedPoint
eral
court,
alleging
that
Sun
Valley’s
denial
eral
alleging
Sun Valley’s denial of the
the
permit was
arbitrary.
The
was
The district
district court
courtdismissed,
dismissed,
relying on Armendariz.
Armendariz. The rule of
of forced
forced election
election
of remedies
could
not
have
survived
remedies could
have survived Lingle, yet the
Ninth
NinthCircuit
Circuithad
hadnot
notexpressly
expresslyrevisited
revisited the
the issue
issue in
the two
years
since
the
Supreme
Court’s
decision.44
two years since the Supreme Court’s decision.44
The Ninth
Ninth Circuit
Circuitreversed:
reversed:

Accordingly,
possible in
in light
light of
Accordingly, it is no longer possible
Lingle
Lingle and Lewis
Lewis to
to read
read Armendariz
Armendariz as
as imposing aa blanket
blanket obstacle
obstacle to all
allsubstantive
substantive due
due
challenges to
to land
process challenges
land use
use regulation.45
regulation.45
The court
court compared
compared takings
takings claims
claims and
and substantive
substantive
due process
process claims
claims in
in the
the land use
context. When a
use context.
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property
taking under
propertyowner
ownerclaims
claimsaaper
per se
se taking
under Loretto46
Loretto46
47 or an ad hoc taking under Penn Central,48
or
Lucas,47
or Lucas, or an ad hoc taking under Penn Central,48
the claim is analyzed
analyzed under
under the
theFifth
Fifth Amendment.
Amendment. If,
If,
on the other hand,
hand, the
the property
propertyowner
ownerasserts
asserts as did

Crown Point
illegitiPoint that
that the
the government
government has
has acted
acted illegitimately, ititisisaadue
dueprocess
process claim.49
claim.49
In several
post-Crown Point cases,
theNinth
Ninth Cirseveral post-Crown
cases, the
cuit confirmed Armendariz was truly
truly dead.
dead.

Rug Out
Out From
FromUnder
““Lingle
Lingle Pulled
Pulled The
The Rug
Under
Armendariz”
Armendariz”
In Action
Action Apartment
Apartment Association
Association v.
v. Santa
Santa Monica Rent Control
court sustained
sustained Santa
Santa
ControlBoard,50
Board,50 the court
to its rent
Monica, California’s
California’s 2002
2002 amendments
amendments to
control ordinance
control
ordinance against
against aa takings
takings and
anddue
due process
process
challenge. The
The district
district court
challenge.
court rejected
rejected the
the substantive
substantive
due process
processclaim
claim on
on the
the basis
basis of
of Armendariz,
Armendariz, but
due
the Ninth Circuit
the
Circuit affirmed
affirmed Crown
Crown Point
Point overruled
overruled
The Action Apartment
that case.
case. The
Apartment court
courtrecognized
recognized
the viability
viability of
claim, but
ofthe
thesubstantive
substantive due
due process
process claim,
the landowner lost anyway,
since
the
court
held the
anyway, since the
statute of limitations
had
expired
because
it
limitations had expired because it was not
brought within
within two
twoyears
years of
of the
the initial
initial enactment
enactment of
the rent control ordinance in 1979.
doubts about
Any doubts
about whether
whether other
other Ninth
Ninth Circuit
panels would
would accept
Crown Point as
panels
accept Crown
as circuit
circuit preceprecedent (Armendariz
is
an
en
banc
decision)
(Armendariz is an en banc decision) were
were erased
erased
where
in North
NorthPacifica
Pacifica LLC
LLCv.v.City
CityofofPacifica,51
Pacifica,51 where
the landowner claimed
claimed the
the city’s
city’s delays
delays in
in processprocessing a condominium
condominium permit
permit violated
violated its
itssubstantive
substantive
due
processand
andequal
equalprotection
protectionrights.
rights. The
The Ninth
Ninth
due process
Circuit
both of the claims, but reaffirmed
Circuit dismissed
dismissed both
that Armendariz
Armendariz is
is aa dead letter:
In Lingle,
Court concludLingle, however,
however, the Supreme
Supreme Court
ed
ed that aa challenge
challenge to land use
use regulation may
state a substantive due process
claim, so long as
process claim,
as
the regulation
regulation serves
no legitimate
legitimate governmental
serves no
purpose.
In a recent
recent decision
decisionwe
wesaid
saidthat
that“Lin“Linpurpose. In
gle
pull[ed] the
the rug
rug out
out from
from under”
under” Armendariz
gle pull[ed]
and we recognized
for a substanrecognized possible bases
bases for
tive due process
processclaim.
claim.The
Theirreducible
irreducibleminimum
minimum
of aa substantive
substantive due
due process
process claim challenging
challenging
land
regulation is failure
failure to
land use regulation
to advance
advance any governmental purpose.
We
said
there
is aa due
due propurpose. We said there is
cess
claim where
where aa “land
“land use
cess claim
use action lacks
lacks any
substantial
substantial relation to the
the public
public health,
health, safety,
safety,
or
welfare.” Such
or general welfare.”
Such a claim cannot
cannot be remedied
edied under
under the
the Takings
TakingsClause.52
Clause.52
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The district
district court
courtdismissed
dismissed North
NorthPacifica’s
Pacifica’s substantive due process
process claims
claims because
becauseitithad
hadnot
not shown
shown that
that
it
had
sought
and
been
denied
compensation
through
it had
been denied compensation through
available
state remedies,
remedies,including
including aa decision
decision from
available state
the California courts.53
TheNinth
Ninth Circuit held
courts.53 The
held the
the
after Lingle and
district court
court was
was wrong
wrong because
because after
and
Crown Point,
Point, an
an owner
owneralleging
alleging substantive
substantive due
due
process need
need not
not pursue
process
pursue state
state compensation
compensation remedies. However,
However, the
the court
court affirmed the dismissal
edies.
dismissal of
claim because
the facts
facts alleged
allegedin
in North
North Pacifica’s
the claim
because the
Pacifica’s
complaint did
complaint
didamount
amounttotoaadue
dueprocess
process violation.54
violation.54
In Shanks
thecourt
courtheld
held aa municipalmunicipalShanks v. Dressel,55
Dressel,55 the
ity’s failure to
enforce
its
zoning
laws
was
not
aa subto enforce
zoning
substantive due process
process violation.
violation. In
that
case,
developers
In that case,
who
who converted
converted homes
homes into
intostudent
studentresidences
residences apparently
ently did not
not obtain
obtain all
all ofofthe
theappropriate
appropriate permits
permits
from the city to
to remodel
remodel a portion of
of aa house
house in a
historic district.
building permit,
permit, but
district. The
The city
city issued
issued aa building
the zoning code
code required
required additional
additional permissions
permissions when
historic landmarks
landmarks are
are involved,
involved, and
and the
thedevelopers
developers
did not
not seek
seek or obtain a “certificate
“certificate of
of appropriateappropriateness”
or an
an “administrative special
permit” from the
ness” or
special permit”
the
city’s
The city
city did
city’s Historic Landmark Commission.
Commission. The
not object,
object, and took
took no
no steps
steps to require
require the
the permits.
permits.
A group
group of
of neighbors
neighbors and
and community
community organizations
organizations
sued
the property
property owners
sued the
owners and the city,
city, alleging
alleging the
the
city’s failure to
was a violato enforce
enforce the zoning code was
tion of
of their
their property
property rights.
rights. Relying
Relying on Armendariz,
Armendariz,
the
claim was
the city
city asserted
asserted the substantive due
due process claim
preempted
by the
the Takings
Takings Clause,
Clause, and
and the
the plaintiffs’
plaintiffs’
preempted by
claims
the city’s
city’s inaction caused
causedaadiminution
diminution in the
claims the
value
value of the plaintiffs’ property
property was
was aa takings
takings claim.
The Ninth
Ninth Circuit
Circuitrejected
rejected the
the argument:
Expressly repudiating
repudiatingSquaw
SquawValley’s56
Valley’s56 suggessugges-

tion
tion that
thataa“substantive
“substantivedue
dueprocess
process challenge
challenge
brought in
in the
the context
context of
of regulating
regulating use
use of real
property might
might not
not be
be viable,”
viable,” we
we recently
recently held
that “the
“the Armendariz
Armendariz line
lineof
ofcases
cases can
can no longer
be understood
understood to
to create
create aa blanket
blanket prohibiprohibiger be
tion
tion of
of all
all property-related
property-related substantive
substantive due pro57
cess
claims.”57
cess claims.”

What
What Next?—Substantive
Next?—Substantive Due
Due Process
Process
Claims
After
Crown
Claims After Crown Point
Point

None of
of the
the post-Crown
post-CrownPoint
Pointreported
reportedcases
cases say
say
anything more
anything
more than
thansubstantive
substantivedue
dueprocess
process is again a
viable claim
claim in
in the
the Ninth
Ninth Circuit
Circuit for
viable
for property
property owners
owners
land use
useregulation.
regulation. Crown
Crown Point
Point was
to challenge
challenge land
was an
appeal from
from aa motion to dismiss
appeal
dismiss for failure
failure to
to state
state
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a claim, and
remanded to
to the
the district
and the
the case
case was
was remanded
court to
to determine
determine whether the plaintiff
plaintiff had
had alleged
alleged
enough
to go forward.58
The Action
Action Apartment and
enough to
forward.58 The
North
NorthPacifica
Pacifica plaintiffs
plaintiffsboth
bothlost
loston
onother
othergrounds,59
grounds,59
60
as
as did the
the plaintiff
plaintiffininShanks.60
Shanks. It
It therefore
therefore remains
remains
to be
whethercourts
courtsinin the
theNinth
Ninth Circuit—and
be seen
seen whether
state
and local governments—will
state and
governments—will view
view substantive
substantive
due process
process as
asaagenuine
genuinelimitation
limitation on land
land use
use police
power. Even lacking definitive
definitive answers,
answers, however,
however, the
Ninth
NinthCircuit’s
Circuit’srediscovery
rediscoveryofofsubstantive
substantivedue
dueprocess
process
opens
up at least
least three
three areas
areasfor
for inquiry.
inquiry.
opens up
First, aa substantive
claim may be an
substantive due process
process claim
advantage
over regulatory takings claim
advantage over
claim because
because it
avoids the Williamson
Williamson County
trap.
County two-step
two-step ripeness
ripeness trap.
There is
is no reason
reason why
why aa property owner should be
be
forced to
to pursue
pursue state
state compensation
compensation remedies
remedies when
the relief she
not just compensation
she seeks
seeks isis not
compensation under
the Takings Clause. The remedies
remedies for
for substantive due
process
violations include
include declaratory
declaratory and
and injunctive
injunctive
process violations
relief, and
When just
just compensation
and damages.61
damages.61 When
compensation is
remedy, the
the rationale
rationale supporting a
not the
the requested
requested remedy,
Williamson County
Nor
Williamson
Countyripeness
ripeness claim
claim falls
falls apart.62
apart.62 Nor
are
are multiple applications
applications required,
required, since
since a property
owner’s
are not relevant.
owner’s remaining beneficial
beneficial uses
uses are
relevant.
Property owners are no longer categorically barred,
or caught
caught in
in Williamson
WilliamsonCounty’s
County’sgame
game of
ofripeness
ripeness
63
and
and claim
claim preclusion
preclusion “gotcha.”63
“gotcha.” Substantive
Substantive due
due
process
plaintiffs should be able
able to proceed
process plaintiffs
proceed directly
in
in federal
federal court.64
court.64
Second,
courts should
should not
not shy
shy away
away from
from considSecond, courts
ering substantive
claims ifif a defendant
substantive due process
process claims
defendant
cries
“Lochner.” Meaningful judicial
cries “Lochner.”
judicial review
review of govgovernment’s
land
use
action
is
vastly
different
from
a
ernment’s land use action is vastly different
court substituting
its own
own judgment
judgment for
for that of the
substituting its
the
political
politicalbranches
branches on
on economic
economic legislation.
legislation.As
As the
the SuSupreme
Court reminded, a government action should
preme Court
not be immune
from judicial review
immune from
review if itit impacts
impacts a
person’s
property rights simply
person’s property
simply because
because it is labeled
labeled
an “economic”
“economic” regulation,
regulation, as
as land
land use
use regulations
regulations
often are:
But simply
simply denominating
denominating aa governmental
governmental meameasure
as
a
“business
regulation”
does not
not imsure as a “business regulation” does
munize
munize it from
from constitutional
constitutional challenge
challenge on the
ground that itit violates aa provision
provision of the
the Bill
Bill of
Rights. ...
why the Takings
... We
We see
see no reasons
reasons why
Takings
Clause
of the Fifth
Fifth Amendment,
part
Clause of
Amendment, as
as much a part
of the Bill
Bill of
ofRights
Rights and
and the
the First
First Amendment
Amendment
or Fourth
Fourth Amendment,
Amendment, should
should be
be relegated
relegated to
the
the status
status of a poor
poor relation
relation ininthese
these compacomparable
rable circumstances.65
circumstances.65
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Lochner
Lochner is not
not germane
germane since
since the
the liberty
liberty interest
interest

claimed
claimed to be
be at
at stake
stake in
in economic
economic substantive
substantive due
due
process
casesisisdifferent
differentfrom
from the
the property interests
process cases
interests
at stake in
Classic Lochner
Lochner substanin aa land
land use
use case.
case. Classic
tive due process
involves voiding
voiding regulations
regulations which
process involves
intrude upon
upon extra-textual
extra-textual “economic
intrude
“economic liberty”
liberty” interests
which can
can only be defined
terests which
defined by reliance
reliance on a
court’s value preferences.66
plaintiff seeking
preferences.66 AAplaintiff
seeking relief
for aa violation
violationofofaasubstantive
substantive due
due process
process in the
the
land use
use context, however,
however, must first
first demonstrate
demonstrate
legitimateclaim
claim of
of entitlement
that she
she possesses
possesses aalegitimate
not merely that
to property,67
property,67 not
that she
she has
has some unrealbeen thwarted
thwarted
ized economic expectations that have been
by regulation.
violations of
A property
property owner
owner can
can prove violations
of substansubstanin at least
tive due process
process in
least two ways,
ways, as
as illustrated
Circuit case
Cine SK8,
SK8, Inc.
Inc. v. Town
by the Second
Second Circuit
case Cine
That case
held aa town’s revocation
of Henrietta.68
Henrietta.68 That
case held
revocation
of aa permit
permit on
on which
which the
the landowner
landowner relied
relied would
substantivedue
dueprocess
processviolation
violationififthe
theplaintiff
plaintiff
be aa substantive
could show the revocation
was
the
result
either
revocation was the result either of
improper motive (in
(in that
thatcase,
case, racial animus), or an
extrajurisdictional
procedure
extrajurisdictional procedure (the town’s permit procedures did
did not
not provide for
cedures
for aa revocation
revocation process).
process).
Further,
the conFurther, the Supreme
Supreme Court addressed
addressed the
City of
of Monterey
cern of judicial
judicial second-guessing
second-guessing ininCity
v. Del Monte
v.
Monte Dunes
Dunes at
atMonterey.69
Monterey.69 In that
that case,
case, a
jury found
jury
foundthe
thegovernment’s
government’s repeated
repeated denials of dedevelopment permits
permits did not
velopment
not substantially
substantially advance
advance a
The city
city asserted
assertedthe
the trial
trial
legitimate state
state interest.70
interest.70 The
court should not have
permitted the
the jury
jury to review
have permitted
review
the
the city’s
city’s actions
actions under
under the
the substantially
substantially advance
advance
standard, since the city
city was
wasentitled
entitledtotodeference.71
deference.71
Court noted first
“consistent
The Court
first the
the jury
jury charge
charge was “consistent
with our
of regulatory
with
ourprevious
previousgeneral
general discussions
discussions of
takings liability,”
liability,” then
takings
thenrejected
rejected the
the city’s
city’s argument
argument
that the
the substantially
substantially advance
advance standard
standard opened
opened up
legislative determinations
determinations to
to unwarranted
legislative
unwarranted judicial
scrutiny.
“substantially advance
the “substantially
advance a legitimate
legitimate
Third, the
governmentinterest”
interest” test
test isis not
not gone.
Lingle did
government
gone. Lingle
not overrule
overrule it, the
the Court simply
simply relocated
relocated itit from
the Takings
Takings Clause
Clause to
tothe
theDue
DueProcess
ProcessClause.72
Clause.72 The
Court concluded
“this formula
an inquiry
inquiry
Court
concluded “this
formulaprescribes
prescribes an
in the
the nature
nature of
of aa due
due process,
process, not aa takings,
takings, test,
test,
in our takings jurisand that itit has
has no proper place
place in
73
prudence,”73
butitit pointedly
pointedly did not repudiate
prudence,”
but
repudiate the
the
test
may be
be some
somejustification
justification for
for
test itself. Thus, there
there may
heightened
substantive due
due process
standards for
heightened substantive
process standards
land use
regulations. The
The specter
specterof
of Lochner
Lochner is
is not
use regulations.
present
becauseheightened
heightenedjudicial
judicialscrutiny
scrutiny in
in this
present because
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context, as
make clear,
as Nollan74
Nollan74 and Dolan75
Dolan75 make
clear, only
applies to the
means
used
the means used by government to
to achieve
achieve
its goals, not
which should be
not the
the goals
goals themselves,
themselves, which
be
reviewed
under aa more deferential
reviewed under
deferential standard.
standard. Herrington also
also noted
noted the
the substantially
substantially advance
advance stanstandard is more rigorous than minimum
minimumrationality.76
rationality.76

Conclusion
Conclusion
With Armendariz
Armendariz rightfully and
and finally
finally discreddiscredited, property
propertyowners,
owners,land
landuse
use attorneys,
attorneys, and
and judges
judges
in the Ninth
Ninth Circuit
Circuitneed
need to
to dust
dust off
off their
their copies
copies of
Herrington—substantive
Herrington—substantivedue
due process
process is back.
NOTES
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e.g.,Moore
Moorev.v.City
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of East
EastCleveland,
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Ohio, 431
See, e.g.,
U.S.
494, 502,
502, 97
97 S.
S. Ct.
Ct. 1932,
1932, 52
52 L. Ed. 2d 531
U.S. 494,
531
(1977)
“has at
(1977) (substantive
(substantive due
due process
process “has
at times
times been
been a
treacherous
field”).
treacherous field”).
Lochner v. New York,
Ct. 539, 49
York, 198
198 U.S.
U.S. 45, 25 S. Ct.
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1311, 1318
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See, e.g.,
(9th Cir.
Cir. 1996)
1996) (en
(en banc)
banc) (“The
(“TheSupreme
Supreme Court’s
Court’s
opinion in
in Lochner
Lochner v.
v. New
New York,
York, 198
198 U.S.
U.S. 45,
45, 25
25 S.
S.
Ct. 539, 49 L.
L. Ed.
Ed. 937
937 (1905)
(1905) (overruled
(overruled in part by,
by,
Day-Brite Lighting
of Mo.,
Mo., 342
Lighting Inc.
Inc. v.
v. State of
342 U.S.
U.S. 421,
72 S.
Ct. 405, 96 L. Ed. 469 (1952) and overruled in
S. Ct.
part by,
v. Skrupa,
Skrupa, 372
372 U.S.
U.S. 726,
726, 83 S.
by, Ferguson
Ferguson v.
S. Ct.
1028,
1028, 10 L. Ed.
Ed. 2d 93,
93, 95
95 A.L.R.2d
A.L.R.2d 1347
1347 (1963)),
(1963)),
now symbolizes
an era
erain
inwhich
which the
the Court,
Court, invalidatinvalidatsymbolizes an
ing economic legislation, engaged
in aa level
levelof
of judicial
judicial
engaged in
activism which
in its time and unwhich was
was unprecedented in
matched
since.In
In an
an effort
effort to scale
back what had
matched since.
scale back
had
become
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S.
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Court referred
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